From dimers to the solid-state: Distributed intermolecular force-fields for pyridine.
An anisotropic atom-atom force-field for pyridine, using distributed atomic multipoles, polarizabilities, and dispersion coefficients and an anisotropic atom-atom repulsion model derived from symmetry-adapted perturbation theory (density functional theory) dimer calculations, is used to model pyridine crystal structures. Here we show that this distributed intermolecular force-field (DIFF) models the experimental crystal structures as accurately as modelling all but the electrostatic term with an isotropic repulsion-dispersion potential that has been fitted to experimental crystal structures. In both cases, the differences are comparable to the changes in the crystal structure with temperature, pressure, or neglect of zero-point vibrational effects. A crystal structure prediction study has been carried out, and the observed polymorphs contrasted with hypothetical thermodynamically competitive crystal structures. The DIFF model was able to identify the structure of an unreported high pressure phase of pyridine, unlike the empirically fitted potential. The DIFF model approach therefore provides a model of the underlying pair potential energy surface that we have transferred to the crystalline phase with a considerable degree of success, though the treatment of the many-body terms needs improvement and the pair potential is slightly over-binding. Furthermore, this study of a system that exhibits isotopic polymorphism highlights that the use of an empirical potential has partially absorbed temperature and zero-point motion effects as well as the intermolecular forces not explicitly represented in the functional form. This study therefore highlights the complexity in modelling crystallization phenomena from a realistic pair potential energy surface.